Programs evolved by genetic programming unfortunately oen do not generalize to unseen data. Reliable synthesis of programs that generalize to unseen data is therefore an important open problem. We present evidence that smaller programs evolved using the PushGP system tend to generalize beer over a range of program synthesis problems. Like in many genetic programming systems, programs evolved by PushGP usually have pieces that can be removed without changing the behavior of the program. We describe methods for automatically simplifying evolved programs to make them smaller and potentially improve their generalization. We present ve simplication methods and analyze their strengths and weaknesses on a suite of general program synthesis benchmark problems. All of our methods use a straightforward hill-climbing procedure to remove pieces of a program while ensuring that the resulting program gives the same errors on the training data as did the original program. We show that automatic simplication, previously used both for post-run analysis and as a genetic operator, can signicantly improve the generalization rates of evolved programs.
INTRODUCTION
Supervised machine learning algorithms are trained on data for which correct answers (e.g. classes, outputs, predictions) are known in advance, with the goal of producing a system that will subsequently also give the correct answers for new, unseen data. In the context of genetic programming (GP) [20] , this means that we seek to evolve a program that will produce correct outputs when run on any valid inputs, including inputs not encountered during the evolutionary process. at is, we seek programs that generalize to unseen test data. While the challenges of learning solutions that generalize have long been recognized and studied, both in GP (e.g. [4, 8, 10, 32, 33] ) and other machine learning algorithms (e.g. [5] ), the challenges in this area have not yet been fully met, and signicant problems remain open.
Another set of long-standing, open research questions in GP concerns the growth of programs over evolutionary time, and the presence of unnecessary code in evolved programs-see, for example, the survey [27] . Such code growth can consume computational resources, slow down the GP search process, and produce programs that are dicult for users to understand or apply.
In this paper we report on work stemming from steps taken to deal with long programs, which then unexpectedly provided substantial and robust benets with respect to generalization. Specifically, we explore the idea of automatically simplifying evolved programs, originally developed to aid in their analysis and application [29] . When using automatic simplication in experiments, we noticed instances in which programs that did not generalize prior to simplication did generalize aer simplication [11] . In this paper we systematically study the eects of automatic simplication on generalization. e study presented here was conducted entirely on evolved Push programs, evolved with the PushGP genetic programming system [31] . Push has an unusually permissive syntax, in which any tokens of the language may appear in any order, and all possible programs produce interpretable results. is means that it is particularly easy to automatically simplify Push programs while maintaining program behavior on the training data. To do so, one can remove random tokens from programs, interpret the resulting programs, and compare program behavior before and aer such modications. All of the automatic simplication methods discussed in this paper work this way.
Automatic simplication was introduced to Push as a tool for making evolved programs easier to understand [25, 31] . Smaller solutions have other benets as well, such as faster running times. While it can be applied to any Push program, it has typically been used only aer the completion of GP runs, to make solution programs easier to understand without changing their behavior [29] . It has also been tried as a growth-control genetic operator during GP runs, with mixed success [35] . Here we consider only post-run simplication, and we focus only on its eects on code size and program generalization.
In the following section we rst briey describe related work on automatic simplication and generalization in GP. We next discuss relevant aspects of the Push programming language and our automatic simplication methods. We then describe our experimental design and results, and discuss our conclusions.
RELATED WORK
Simplication of evolved programs has been used for various reasons in GP, though as far as we know, never explicitly to improve generalization of an evolved solution. Some of the primary uses include making evolved programs easier to understand [20] and controlling bloat during a run [3, 6, 19, 34] . Of particular interest is work that uses simplication during a run to reduce overtting [17, 19] . Additionally, algebraic simplication has been used to combat exponential code growth in geometric semantic genetic programming [23] . Unlike our work, most of these methods use algebraic techniques for simplication that cannot change the output of a program on any input, and therefore cannot aect the generalization to unseen data.
Various work has been done to reduce the problems of overtting in GP [4, [8] [9] [10] 33] . In other work, an ensemble of symbolic regression datasets were created using bootstrapping [1] . Here, the variance of a individual's error on these data sets was used in combination with the error on the original data set to create a new tness function. When this new tness function is used to drive GP, it was shown to produce beer generalizing programs. In [2] a measure of each individual's variance of output values (referred to as smoothness) is used in a modied version of tournament selection. is scheme was shown to produce beer generalizing programs on symbolic regression problems.
Relations between program size and and generalization have been studied previously. Many of these studies have been conducted in the context of tree based genetic programming, which has an idiosyncratic tendency to produce program "bloat" [32] . e genetic representations and variation operators that we use here do not share these tendencies [15] , so the relevance of the prior work in this area is unclear. Finally, our ndings here may provide additional perspectives on discussions about the relations between model simplicity and generality, or the lack thereof, in the neural network and data mining research communities [5] .
PUSH, PLUSH, AND PUSHGP
e Push programming language was developed specically to express programs that evolve in GP systems [28, 30, 31] . Push is a stack-based language that runs on a virtual machine with separate stacks for each data type. It provides support for standard types, Push programs have a nested structure, appearing supercially like Lisp programs, although the execution model is dierent. Early PushGP systems operated on this nested structure directly, mutating and recombining programs similarly to tree-based GP systems, by replacing and exchanging sub-expressions. More recently, a linear representation called Plush (the "l" is for linear) has been developed for genomes, to which uniform linear operations can be applied [15] . When Plush is being used, the individuals in the GP population are created, mutated, and recombined as linear Plush genomes, but are then translated into nested Push programs for execution (and therefore for error testing). Plush genes carry epigenetic markers, including a silent marker that prevents the translation of that gene to the Push program [21] and structural markers that close nested blocks. ese aspects of the representation are important for the work described here because automatic simplication methods can be designed to operate on either Push programs or Plush genomes; for example, they could operate by removing either literals and sub-expressions in Push programs, or by removing or silencing genes in the linear Plush representation. See [15] for additional details of Push and Plush.
AUTOMATIC SIMPLIFICATION IN PUSH
Automatic simplication is a simple hill-climbing algorithm that tries to make a program smaller without changing the program's behavior on the training cases. At each step, we rst make small changes to the program to make it smaller. We then check whether the smaller program produces the same error vector (sequence of errors for all test cases) as the original program. If so, we continue with the new program; otherwise, we revert to the previous program. is process repeats for a set number of simplication steps, and then returns the resulting simplied program. e algorithm is presented in detail in Algorithm 1.
In this paper we explore ve dierent methods of automatic simplication. Each method follows the same general algorithm; they only dier in the particular steps taken to make programs smaller. Below is a description of each method:
Program simplication, which has been used in Push since its inception [25] , acts on an individual's Push program, as opposed to its linear Plush genome. At each simplication step, it has an 80% chance of removing one or two random "code points" from the program, where a code point is an instruction, a constant, or a parenthesized block of code. e other 20% of the time it randomly removes one set of parentheses from a code block in the program, aening the code inside the parentheses into the level that the code block occupied. e other four simplication methods act on an individual's linear Plush genome prior to its translation into a Push program. ere are three basic steps that are used across these genome methods: silencing random genes, unsilencing random genes, and NOOPing random genes. Silencing a gene activates its "silent" epigenetic marker, preventing that instruction from appearing in the resulting Push program, as well as not opening or ending any parenthesized code blocks. When picking a random gene to silence, we never select a gene that is already silent.
Note that by silencing genes instead of removing them entirely, it becomes possible to backtrack by unsilencing previously silenced genes. We hope that the backtracking enabled by unsilencing will allow simplication to escape some program size local minima that it might otherwise be impossible to escape, resulting in more reliable simplication to smaller programs. We never unsilence a gene unless it is currently silent or NOOPed.
Finally, some methods "NOOP" genes by replacing their instructions with NOOP instructions that have no eect when executed. Some Push programs require an instruction to be present in a location, with no particular concern for that instruction's details. It is not uncommon, for example, for programs to use the number of instructions on the exec stack as a numeric constant without ever actually executing those instructions. We can replace these instructions with NOOPs without aecting the semantics of the program, potentially making the program more general without actually making it smaller, or possibly enabling further simplications. Genes that are already NOOPed cannot be selected by a NOOP step of simplication. e four genome methods of simplication are listed in Table 1 . Each method lists the types of steps that can be taken and the probability of each step being chosen. Genome simplication, the most basic of the methods, only allows for the silencing of 1 to 4 random genes in a single step. Genome-Backtracking and GenomeBacktracking-Noop occasionally unsilence a silent gene while silencing another. Genome-Noop and Genome-BacktrackingNoop use NOOPing to turn intsructions into NOOPs without removing them entirely. We chose the probabilities for each method mostly arbitrarily, and do not believe that the precise values have much aect on our results.
Note that while the Program simplication method can remove unnecessary parentheses from a program, none of the genome methods have this ability. Since the genome methods change the genomes themselves, which have no parentheses, they cannot remove the parentheses that appear in the resulting translated program. ey can silence an entire gene, which will omit its instruction and any open parentheses it requires, but they cannot simply remove a pair of extraneous parentheses.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In our experiments, we aim to answer several key questions. First, does automatic simplication eectively improve the generalization Table 1 : Genome simplication methods. Each method lists the possible single simplication steps it can take during simplication, and the probability of taking each step.
Method
Step Prob. of evolved programs that pass every training case? Further, which of the simplication methods described in the previous section produces the smallest programs, which generalizes the best, and is there correlation between geing smaller and generalizing beer? To examine these questions, we conducted simplication experiments using evolved solution programs from a suite of general program synthesis benchmark problems [14] . is benchmark suite is composed of 29 general programming problems taken from introductory computer science homework assignments. ese problems require solution programs to utilize a wide range of programming constructs, such as multiple data types, control ow structures, and multiple inputs/outputs. Aer the original publication of these benchmark problems [14] , they have seen use in a range of studies using PushGP (eg. [11] [12] [13] 22] ), as well as work considering a general program synthesis grammar for grammar guided genetic programming [7] .
For these problems, we are primarily interested in whether we can nd a program that passes every training case and unseen test case, since programs that do not achieve at least this level of generalization do not represent true solutions to the problems [14] . We will call a program that passes all of the training set a "solution", and a program that additionally passes all of the unseen test set a "generalizing solution". We took our evolved solution programs, which we will henceforth call "unchanged" programs to distinguish them from their simplied versions, from the original set of benchmarking runs using the benchmark suite [14] . In those original runs, each problem was aempted 100 times each for several selection methods; in this work, we only use the 100 runs that used lexicase selection, as it consistently had the highest success rates and provided solutions to the most problems. In these runs, PushGP created at least one generalizing solution to 22 of the problems. In addition, we include one problem (Super Anagrams) for which 14 programs were evolved that passed the training set but did not pass the unseen test set. We also include the Checksum problem, which was not solved in the runs for the original publication, but was subsequently solved with some additions to the training set.
In earlier work, it was shown that simplifying the same program many times can result in a range of resulting program sizes [29] . To account for this variance in the simplied programs, we performed multiple simplications of each unchanged program. For each of our ve simplication methods, we conducted 100 separate simplication trials of each unchanged program, recording the size and generalization of each simplied program. Push program sizes are the sum of the number of literals and nested blocks they contain. Some of the unchanged programs also entirely passed the unseen test set (i.e. generalized), and some did not (i.e. did not generalize). When running GP on real-world problems, one will not know whether an evolved solution program generalizes or not before using simplication. us we are interested in not only what happens to evolved programs that do not generalize, but also to those that already generalize. For example, it would not be benecial to improve generalization of some programs while breaking generalization of many more.
For each simplication trial, we simplied the unchanged program using 10,000 steps of the simplication algorithm (see Algorithm 1). While this number of steps is oen far more than necessary to eectively simplify most programs, the simplication process is not prohibitively expensive. While every simplication step requires reevaluating the program, 10,000 steps is equivalent to the number of evaluations used in 10 generations of GP with a population of 1,000. Since we are advocating for one simplication at the end of a GP run, this computational eort seems reasonable compared to GP runs of hundreds of generations. e benchmark suite we used prescribes using randomly generated training and test cases for most of the input and output data. Since automatic simplication requires use of training data, we use the training and test sets that were used for the original run for every simplication of the solution program from that run.
RESULTS
We rst consider the the impact of simplication on the size of each solution program. Figure 1a presents the average program size of the unchanged solution programs on each problem as a horizontal black line. It then gives the average simplied size of the simplied solution programs, with 100 trials per solution, for each of our ve simplication methods. It is immediately clear that every simplication method has a large impact on the average size of the solution programs, with most shrinking to half their original Table 2 : e average rank in size for each simplication method across the data in Figure 1a , where lower rank means smaller programs. "Unchanged" is the rank of the evolved programs without any simplication.
Method
Average Rank size or smaller. In fact, the size dierences resulting from the various simplication methods are all quite small when compared to the dierence between the simplied sizes and the unchanged programs' sizes.
In Table 2 we examine aggregate performance of the simplication methods by calculating the average rank of program size for each method across the 24 problems, with rank 1 indicating the smallest average program size and rank 6 having largest. Note that we include the unchanged programs as one "method", which is why we have 6 possible ranks. Program simplication achieves the smallest programs on average, with both of the Genome backtracking methods coming soon aer. e genome methods without backtracking have worse average ranks, with the unchanged programs always having worst rank. Since parentheses are counted as part of the size of a program, and since the Genome methods cannot remove extraneous parentheses (as mentioned in Section 4), we hypothesize that Program simplication is able to achieve smaller sizes largely based on removing such parentheses. e Friedman test on the data in Table 2 gives a p-value < 0.001, indicating that at least one method performs signicantly dierently from the others. We then use a post-hoc Wilcoxon-NemenyiMcDonald-ompson test [16] to give the signicance in the dierences in ranking between each pair of methods at the 0.05 signicance level. Every simplication method besides Genome signicantly outranks the Unchanged programs. Program also outranks Genome-Noop and Genome; and both Genome backtracking methods outrank Genome. Note that even though these results show signicant dierences in rank among the methods, most of the actual dierences in average size are relatively small compared to the sizes of the unchanged programs.
Next, we consider the eect of simplication on the generalization of programs to unseen test data. In Figure 1b , we plot the percent of programs that generalize for each simplication method, as well as a horizontal bar representing the percent of unchanged programs that generalize. Every simplication method either improves generalization or has no eect on every problem besides Double Leers. Some of the increases in generalization appear substantial, improving as much as 25% in the case of Median.
Also note that the ve problems with the worst generalization in Figure 1b are among the problems for which program sizes were largest post-simplication in Figure 1a . For whatever reason, programs that solve these problems tend to be large, unable to shrink, G ra d e (7 ) L a s t In d e x O f Z e ro (7 8 ) M e d ia n (9 3 ) M ir ro r Im a g e ( 9 7 ) N e g a ti v e T o Z e ro (7 2 and do not generalize well. We hypothesize that large programs such as these contain many ad-hoc components that overt to individual test cases without really "learning" the underlying problem structure, and therefore do not generalize to unseen data. As with average program sizes, there do not appear to be large dierences between the simplication methods in terms of generalization. To see if the small dierences do aect rank, we calculated the average rank of each method across all problems. Here, rank 1 signies the best (highest) generalization, and rank 6 represents the worst generalization. ese average ranks are presented in Table 3 .
For generalization, the dierences in rank for the simplication methods are not as pronounced as with simplied sizes. Note that Program simplication, while producing the smallest programs, has the worst generalization of the simplication methods; all of the Genome-based methods remain in the same order. e Friedman test on the data in Table 3 gives a p-value < 0.001, indicating that at least one method performs signicantly dierently from the others. We then use a post-hoc Wilcoxon-Nemenyi-McDonaldompson test [16] to give the signicance in the dierences in ranking between each pair of methods at the 0.05 signicance Table 3 : e average rank in generalization for each simplication method across the problems in Figure 1b , where lower rank means better generalization. "Unchanged" is the rank of the evolved programs without any simplication.
Average level. Here, every simplication method signicantly outranks Unchanged. is shows that any of these methods can be used to improve generalization. But, there is not a signicant dierence in generalization rank between any of the simplication methods. us the average rank of each method is approximately the same, which is unsurprising considering their similarities in Figure 1b . Table 4 gives the total count of each combination of programs that did/did not generalize pre-simplication with did/did not generalize post-simplication. Considering the top row of unchanged programs that did not generalize, over 33% generalized aer simplication. On the other hand, out of the starting programs that did generalize before simplication (the boom row), only about 1.2% of the simplications broke them so that they did not generalize. is gives strong evidence that simplication can be used to make evolved programs more likely to generalize, without a large risk of breaking programs that already generalize. In total, 65% of the unchanged programs generalized before simplication; that number rises to 76% aer simplication, an increase in generalization of 11 percentage points.
We next want to explore how size aer simplication corresponds to the generalization of simplied programs. Figure 2 Table 4 .
all problems. is gure clearly shows that when the resulting simplied program was relatively small (with size less than about 25), it was much more likely to change from ungeneralizing to generalizing, as seen by the early spike in the "yes" counts. On the other hand, programs that remained larger aer simplication were more likely to remain ungeneralizing, shown by the "no" counts. us, most of the improvements in generalization that we described previously come from simplications that achieve small program sizes. is clearly shows that there is a correlation, if not causation, between post-simplication size and the probability of generalization.
DISCUSSION
As noted earlier, all ve simplication methods lead to substantial reductions in program size across all 24 test problems, as shown in Figure 1a , with the average simplied sizes oen well under half the original sizes, and sometimes much smaller than that.
Further, all the simplication methods improved generalization rates for all but a few problems (see Figure 1b ), but again with lile dierence among the simplication methods. In some cases, e.g., Count Odds, all the unsimplied programs already generalized, so the best simplication could do is to not make things worse. In other cases, such as Checksum, Double Leers, and Vectors Summed, there were very few solution programs generated in the initial 100 PushGP runs (5, 6, and 1, respectively). With so few data points to work with it's not surprising that in some cases (e.g., Checksum and Vectors Summed) there was no change in generalization. In the case of Double Leers, ve of the six initial solutions were consistently simplied without aecting generalization. e sixth solution, however, frequently led to simplications that no longer generalized. Only 37 of the 100 Program simplication results, for example, generalized, while only 45 of the 100 Genome simplications generalized.
Our aempts at improving on simplication of Push programs by simplifying genomes, including with backtracking and NOOPs, seems mostly for naught. Program simplication led to the smallest programs, though as mentioned, this might be due to its ability to remove extraneous parentheses as opposed to potentially overt code. On the other hand, Genome-Backtracking-Noop simplication had the best rank on generalization, though not signicantly so, and had the second smallest rank on simplied size of programs. e backtracking ability of this method may have allowed it to avoid some locally optimal simplications. We have anecdotally noticed an example where Program simplication is not able to escape such a local optima, and Genome-Backtracking-Noop might have made improvements in such cases. Adding NOOPs seems to have a lesser eect, since the Genome-Noop method produced larger programs than Genome-Backtracking, yet both were smaller than Genome without either enhancement.
Despite all of these minor dierences, all simplication methods performed rather similarly across the board, with all showing major improvements over not using simplication. us, the choice of using any simplication method seems like the more signicant decision than which simplication method to use. Figure 2 makes it clear that smaller post-simplication sizes were strongly correlated with the ability to generalize aer simplication. is is consistent with a broad range of work that either argues theoretically (e.g., the minimum description length principle [18, 36] ) and/or empirically that smaller programs will be more likely to generalize [26] . While there have been contrary results that show that program size and generalization are not always correlated [27, 32] , the correlation seems extremely strong in our data. e relationship between program size and generalization is almost certainly driven at least in part by both the problem being solved and the representation being used for solutions. It's possible, therefore, that the strong correlation we see is in some way related to the kinds of soware synthesis problems we're using as benchmarks, which clearly behave dierently from other common application areas such as symbolic regression and classication.
It is also possible that design decisions in PushGP play a role here. Any aempt to control or reduce program size in GP is premised on the idea that there must be some parts of the program that aren't playing an important role and can thus be removed; such code has been called many things over the years, such as "introns" or "bloat". e fact that the evolved PushGP solutions were oen substantially larger than necessary is arguably not aributable to "bloat" as it's typically been understood [24] , since in PushGP we don't see a general tendency towards increasing program size over time. ere is obviously "unnecessary" code in these evolved Push programs, but understanding the source and role of this removable Push code is complex, in part because there are potentially many categories of unused or unnecessary code in Push. Examples include:
• Instructions that do nothing because they require arguments that are not on the appropriate stacks when they are executed.
• Instructions that do something, but not something that has an impact on the nal result because, e.g., they act on values on stacks that play no role in the key computation.
• Instructions whose presence is important (e.g., as a marker or to make sure the exec stack has the right depth), but whose details or behavior is not.
Note also that the "activity" of many of these instructions is highly dependent on context. An instruction that does nothing in a parent because the arguments it needs aren't available, might play a prominent role in a child if a change "upstream" causes those arguments to now be available.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
e results of our experiments show, across a range of soware synthesis benchmark problems, that smaller programs evolved by PushGP tend to generalize beer than larger programs. e results also show that evolved programs can be automatically simplied using a variety of simple hill-climbing procedures, and that simplied programs tend to generalize beer than unsimplied programs. Furthermore, programs that can be successfully simplied (that is, that the simplication procedure can make much smaller) are more likely to show improved generalization aer simplication. e differences between our simplication methods were not signicant, but signicant improvements were produced by all of them. e recommendation, therefore, for users of PushGP is to always perform automatic simplication on the results of evolution, using any of the methods described here. ere is a reasonable chance that doing so will improve the generalization of evolved programs, and a much smaller chance that it will hurt it. If a program is substantially smaller aer automatic simplication, then it will have an even beer chance of generalizing.
Would the same advice apply to users of other types of GP systems? For some systems, such as tree-based GP with non-numeric functions, automatic simplication based on hill-climbing may be non-trivial. Our methods might be applied more easily to other forms of GP, including grammatical evolution, Cartesian GP, and linear GP systems, in which one can remove single instructions without breaking the program entirely.
An extension of the work presented here would be to run the same tests using dierent types of problems, such as classication and symbolic regression. Another area for future work is to improve the automatic simplication methods themselves. While we presented results with several simplication methods, all of them used a simple hill-climbing search procedure that can get stuck in local minima, even when using backtracking steps. A multi-start hillclimber, for example, might simplify programs more reliably.
